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required to this location. This connection is provided
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high-rate carrier can be shared by many customers each
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The Eb transmitted (and hence Eb received) can be
increased by any or all of:
RTU

A) increasing the transmit power
B) increasing the antenna gains (size)

RTU

C) reducing the data rate
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Single channel per carrier (SCPC) systems can get

building access, a security precaution that will

close to the minimum EIRP condition, but lose out

already be very strong at a NOC.

on the statistical multiplexing advantage of packet
networks resulting in wasted satellite capacity. The
preferred practical solution is to size the satellite
bandwidth to fit your specific network’s traffic only
and share your spectrum only amongst your own
remote sites. In the next section, we will introduce
a simplified architecture and discuss its advantages.

Figure 2
Private, Utility
Owned VSAT
Network

AN ALTERNATIVE – THE UTILITY-LOCATED HUB
RTU

An alternative to the Managed Service VSAT
architecture is a private (non-shared) VSAT network.

Utility
NOC

In this approach, the Hub is located at a utility’s site,
usually the Network Operations Center (NOC). Hub
colocation with the NOC and the SCADA front-end
processor (FEP) eliminates the backhaul (VPN) link.
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This private network simplification brings the
following advantages to the utility:
RTU

1) Improved system security
2) Reduced operational expenses (OPEX)

IMPROVING RELIABILITY

3) Reduced data delays

Satellite equipment, like all electronic telecommuni-

4) Improved system reliability
This simplified network works well when the Hub
antenna is modest in size, in the range of 1.8m to
2.4m. Such antennas are easy to place on rooftops
and/or pedestals and require little maintenance,
usually functioning for much more than a decade
without repair or adjustment.

cations equipment, will occasionally fail due to stress
caused by temperature, vibration and power surges,
or just aging effects (such as IC electromigration), but
over the useable life of the equipment the most common causes of temporary outages are due to rain and
snow events.
The two best ways to combat weather related events
are:

IMPROVING SYSTEM CYBER SECURITY

1) Redundancy

One of the simpler methods of increasing cyber

2) Strong radio links

security is to decrease the number of potential access
points that need to be secured. With the Hub located

Since SCADA communication systems are part our

at the same physical premises as the NOC the

society’s critical infrastructure we recommend the

satellite interconnection to the NOC will typically be

use of two Hubs so that no weather-related event

a short run of CAT-5 Ethernet cable. This approach

causes a complete outage of the communications

reduces the security concern from the hub to physical

system.
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A strong radio link is one that has a lot of excess

REDUCING OPEX

margin so that rain and snow events do not usually

OPEX with Managed Service

cause communication failures. (Margin is the
difference between the normal receive level and
the minimum level required for near error-free
performance).
We can increase the system margin in the following
ways:

If you are purchasing a managed satellite service,
you may expect to see some or all of the following
charges:
1) Data carriage charges
2) Connect charges

1) Increasing transmit power
2) Increasing transmit antenna size

3) Teleport charges
4) Backhaul (VPN) charges

3) Increasing receive
antenna size

In comparison, if you are using a satellite ground
station Hub located on your own site you can reduce

4) Decrease receive noise figure
5) Increasing error
correction overhead
6) Changing modulation format
7) Decreasing data rate
Some of the above will seem obvious to those reading this paper, but here we see another advantage
of matching your over-the-satellite data rate to your
specific application needs. VSAT systems are able
to increase their power during signal fades using

your OPEX to one charge: a Satellite Spectrum lease.

DATA CARRIAGE CHARGES
These are usually billed according to a plan where
the service provider measures your data at its Hub
(Teleport) location. A ceiling is usually set for your
plan in MBytes or GBytes per month for the system
or by site. Above a threshold, there will be overage
charges. In industrial networks data flows are
usually engineered to be about 20% below the cap
limits by network owners. (Consumers tend to use a
much smaller percentage of the data they pay for).

a technique known as Uplink Power Control. This

One caution worth repeating: With SCADA systems

technique increases the transmit power so that the

network delays can cause data to be retransmitted.

far-end receive signal remains approximately con-

If you are currently using a managed service you

stant, subject to not exceeding the 1 dB compression

need to be sure that queuing delays in your provid-

point of the power amplifier. By using the minimum

er’s network are not costing you money. Have a delay

practical data rate, we have the maximum amount

specification in your Service Level Agreement.

of headroom available for the up-link power control.

CONNECT CHARGES
In summary, going slower will give us higher link

This is essentially a book keeping charge to track the

availability. The slowest reasonable data rate is the

assets connected to the network. This charge may be

data rate needed by a specific network when not

associated with and/or bundled with a data amount

sharing its RF spectrum with other users.

or associated with a connection data rate.
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TELEPORT CHARGES
Teleport costs are mostly an OPEX item, with a

proximately $1,000 to $3,000 per month for the entire satellite SCADA network.

monthly bill. There are also some up-front costs.
While these will vary by vendor and contract

SUMMARY

duration, the tasks that need to be completed are:

In this article, we have shown that there is a cost ef-

• arranging for shelf space and power

fective and secure solution to a managed service for
satellite SCADA communications. By realizing a pri-

• installing routing and firewall equipment

vate VSAT system with a utility-located Hub and SCA-

• configuring a VPN access router

DA-appropriate data rates you can save thousands of
dollars per month in operational expense while im-

• OPEX with Utility-Located Hub

proving security and decreasing networking delays.

SATELLITE SPECTRUM CHARGES
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charges. If you locate the hub on a utility NOC site,
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